Polish Lowland Sheepdogs

Revised Standard PART THREE

Our overview of the revised standard brings us to the section on coat. The first addition to this section is The outercoat should be crisp with a water resistant texture. The previous standard made no mention of the outer coat. As the Polish Lowland Sheepdog is a herding and working dog, it is important to remember that his coat serves as protection. The outer coat must be weather resistant and the undercoat insulating in both warm and cold weather.

Further along, there is an emphasis on hair that “covers the eyes.” Hair covering the eyes acts as protection from the elements. Additionally, in my opinion, this is a clue to presentation for both the exhibitor and the judge.

The last paragraph of this section and the “severe fault” described are in response to input from many breeders and exhibitors: The Polish Lowland Sheepdog must be shown naturally, with an “unkept” but clean appearance—any scouring of the coat must be penalized so severely as to eliminate the dog from competition. Only the hair between the pads may be trimmed. Severe fault: Any coat that appears to be visibly scissored or sculpted.

Many breeders and exhibitors have been outraged at dogs receiving awards who have obviously been scissored or sculpted; in response, this section has been added to the revised standard. The severe fault was added so that judges have clear direction on this issue.

By and large the fancy has made clear that the Polish Lowland Sheepdog should be maintained in as natural a state as possible. Further, there has been some question as to inclusion of the adjective unkempt. Note that this word in the standard has quotations around it and may be interpreted as “rumpled,” “tousled,” or “scruffy,” all of which convey a more natural presentation. Oddly enough, I have not had one judge question the inclusion of this word to describe the breed.

The section on color remains the same. It may seem that the section on gait differs completely from that of the previous standard. While much of the wording has changed, however, the emphasis is still the same, and hopefully the revision is easier to understand. This section is largely based on the “Commentary” published by the Polish Kennel Club. One of the first things I mentioned at the beginning of this discussion (in Part One) was the last full section of the revised standard, “Faults.” I believe it is worth quoting this section again: The foregoing description is that of the ideal Polish Lowland Sheepdog. Any deviation from the above described dog must be penalized to the extent of the deviation.

We must remember that the written standard of the breed is a blueprint of the ideal dog. While the perfect dog has not yet been created, everyone should bear in mind that we further the breed the most by accentuating virtues.

While this has not been a full and in-depth look at the revised standard, I hope that the discussion has caused readers to, at least, pause and reflect on some of the changes.

As always, comments, questions, and suggestions are welcome. —Rus Tesarz, Concord, N.C.; retesarz@aol.com

The Puli Bounce

Breeders, exhibitors, and judges have often heard of the “Puli bounce.” What exactly does that phrase mean?

For the average Puli owner, it refers to the athleticism and elasticity of the dog as well as the breed’s lively spirit and their ability to spring straight up and look you in the eye. Most Puli owners agree that this is one of the breed’s most endearing traits.

The term should not, however, be descriptive of the Puli’s gait. Like any dog who was bred to do an honest day’s work, the Puli should move efficiently with no wasted motion. A young Puli moving at a collected trot may appear to be bouncing, but that is an illusion created by the motion of the immature coat and the springiness in the pasterns.

A dog who is moving up and down when he is trying to go forward is not moving efficiently, no matter what the breed.

It can be a challenge to assess movement on a fully coated Puli, but there...
are reference points one can use to make the task easier. When the Puli is coming straight at you, focus on the dog’s nose. It should remain level and not move up and down or from side to side. (There is a similar reference point when the dog is going away, but it is not as pleasant to look at.) Viewed from the side, the topline must remain level as the dog moves. At a collected trot, there will be some springiness to the dog’s movement in side-gait, but the back should remain strong and level. At an extended trot, a Puli should move like a hovercraft. Any deviation is due to structural imperfections. The movement should be effortless and smooth, not bouncing.

Excessive up-and-down motion in the rear making the cords fly can appear very showy, but it is due to the movement fault known as bicycling, where the movement of the hind feet is vertical with no extension in the rear. Bicycling occurs when the angulation in the rear exceeds that of the front. Because the dog’s front feet can’t get out of the way, the forward motion of the rear legs is restricted, and the dog kicks out behind instead of reaching under and pushing back efficiently. On a smooth-coated breed, this movement fault would be obvious, but in a Puli it can often be mistaken for the mythical “bounce” that judges have heard discussed.

The gait should maintain a steady cadence, with no break in stride. Occasionally one will see a Puli who appears to be moving smoothly and then will suddenly give a little hop in the rear. This is incorrect and indicative of a structural problem—it is not the infamous Puli bounce. No dog should move with a skipping hop every fourth or fifth step. Doing so is a sign that something is wrong under the coat.

No one should use the term “Puli bounce” as an excuse for incorrect movement. The Puli is a sheepherder, bred to possess the stamina and endurance necessary for its age-old task of herding sheep on the plains of Hungary. Anything that interferes with that ability is not acceptable.

—Sherry Gibson, Manchester, Tenn.; gibsons@blomand.net

Pyrenean Shepherds

Tracking With Puppies

This spring my Pyrenean Shepherd pup, 11-month-old Speed, earned his first tracking title in a huge grass-seed field outside Eugene, Oregon. Speed sniffed his way through a 460-yard track, becoming the fifth puppy to give me the pleasure of successfully training a little one to track.

The experience of tracking with pups—Pyrenean Shepherds, Great Pyrenees, and a Basset Hound—has been such a source of bonding with each new canine companion that it now is a part of my initial training for every puppy.

The Pyrenean Shepherds who live with me earned their Tracking Dog titles at 9 and 10 months; the Great Pyrenees earned theirs at 8 and 10 months; and the Basset Hound earned his at 9 months.

Other breeds I’ve helped train to track include Rhodesian Ridgebacks, an Australian Cattle Dog, a Bearded Collie, a standard Poodle, and a Bull Terrier. Every single one has loved the sport.

When I first started tracking with puppies, I trained on grass. The little fellows would toddle through grass stumps as high as their knees to find their treats, as happy as could be (except for one; more about her later). Now I start pups as well as older dogs on asphalt, so they trot through a parking lot enthusiastically searching for their tidbits.

They’re born with those great noses: All we do is ask them to follow a particular scent. They get rewarded with food for staying on top of that smell. There is no punishment associated with learning to track this way. If they get off the track, they simply don’t find the food. Being hungry little opportunists, they quickly learn to stick with the smell that produces the goodies.

That makes the experience hugely positive for the puppies, except for that one—my Great Pyrenees girl—that ability is not acceptable.
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